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HAWAII COUNTY GMO CROP LAW STRUCK DOWN 

PoliticoPro    December 1, 2014 

A U.S. magistrate has scrapped a 2013 ordinance passed in Hawaii County that would 
have banned most genetically engineered crops from being grown in that jurisdiction. 
The decision comes just weeks after voters in nearby Maui County passed a ballot 
initiative to stop genetically engineered crop production until public safety tests can be 
conducted, an initiative that is also being tested in court. Judge Barry Kurren ruled the 
Hawaii County ordinance was invalid because it was a matter that must be regulated at 
the state level. 

"The decision concluded that state 'preemption' of the county ordinance is implied by 
state plant laws, despite the fact none of them even mention genetically engineered 
crops or were intended to regulate them," reads a statement released by the Center for 
Food Safety. 

Kurren's decision mirrors another decision he made in August, when he ruled to 
overturn a Kauai County law on pesticides, according to a report by the Hawaii Tribune 
Herald. Check out the story here: http://bit.ly/1A5J3VN. Read the CFS statement here: 
http://bit.ly/1ya8bwu. 

http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=ce723ef99b371c9c8e3eaeb925ad32840fd3e84e988068fa589a07a77d49dd43
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=ce723ef99b371c9cac63fa1943b88d90a3386b3195a91c001f5d74df1577362d
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COMMENT PERIOD EXTENDED FOR ADDITIONAL INPUT TO EPA’S PESTICIDE NPDES GENERAL PERMIT ICR 

EPA Federal Register Notice    November 25, 2014 

In this Federal Register notice, EPA provided an additional 30 days for public comments 
on its calculated burden and costs associated with information collection and reporting 
activities related to compliance with EPA and state pesticide NPDES general permits for 
point source discharges from the application of pesticides to waters of the United 
States.  This is part of the agency’s preparation to reissue CWA pesticide NPDES 
general permits in 2016.    

EPA expects that the 2016 PGP will be similar to the 2011 PGP, although anticipates a 
decrease in burden attributable to the shift from the 2011 PGP to the 2016 PGP in year 
3 of this ICR solely because permittees renewing their coverage would not need to 
develop a new Pesticide Discharge Management Plan. Comments received may be 
used to modify/add new permit requirements as appropriate.  Additional comments may 
be submitted on or before December 26, 2014.  See:  http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-
2014-11-25/html/2014-27817.htm 

 

THE GMO/NON-GMO POTATO 

PoliticoPro   December 1, 2014  

Just weeks after USDA issued its approval to J.R. Simplot's GMO potato, the 
department has given the green light to another potato product developed with the help 
of genetic engineering. However, this second potato, created by Cellectis Plant 
Sciences, has been modified through a novel form of genetic engineering that USDA 
says does not fall under its jurisdiction and therefore doesn't require its approval to enter 
the market. 

In an Aug. 28 letter posted to USDA's Biotechnology Regulatory Service's website Nov. 
10, the agency explains that it concluded that Cellectis Plant Sciences' low acrylamide 
potato does not need its approval as the genetic material used to knock out certain 
genes to lower the sugar content of the vegetable is no longer present past the first 
generation of the plant. As a result, the service says, the potato is not considered a 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-11-25/html/2014-27817.htm
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-11-25/html/2014-27817.htm
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regulated article under the Plant Pest Act, which governs genetically modified plants. 
The letter is available here: http://1.usa.gov/1uD8ubO. 

 

MORE WORK NEEDED ON “REAL LIFE” OCCUPATIONAL AGCHEM EXPOSURE 

Agrow   27 November 2014  

By Jackie Bird 

While significant progress has been made on assessment data and methods for 
occupational exposure to pesticides, further work is necessary to better understand 
“real life” working conditions. Surveys indicate that users often regard personal 
protective equipment (PPE) as uncomfortable and unsuitable, delegates heard at a 
conference organised by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and the French 
Food Safety Agency (ANSES) in late October. 

The conference looked at current scientific and technical developments with regard to 
agrochemical exposure for workers, and discussed challenges and the outlook for 
assessment, prevention and protection. It coincided with the EFSA’s recent update of 
its guidelines on the assessment of exposure to pesticides for operators, workers, 
residents and bystanders. Discussions included ongoing work by the ANSES that aims 
to resolve the problem of a lack of knowledge on exposure to pesticides in real 
conditions. 

The ANSES presented its recent opinion on the effectiveness of PPE, based on 
laboratory tests and a survey of farmers. It found that PPE is not always worn because 
the equipment available is considered to provide a poor level of comfort and is not 
always suited to the constraints of a particular activity. The responsibility for gathering 
information on, and finding, “appropriate” PPE is left to the final users. Yet the 
regulatory requirements and technical “prescriptions” are extremely complex, and safety 
recommendations are not designed for the wide range of different farm situations. The 
study’s conclusions also criticised the provision of advice on chemical risks at farm 
level, citing “lack of competence” on the part of suppliers. Putting safety data sheets and 
other information on the internet is not sufficient, the authors argued. 

A review of scientific literature with data on actual exposures revealed evidence of a 
“huge gap between the prescriptions and the reality of the agricultural work”, the 

http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=ce723ef99b371c9ca6e71101515e46b1774f30dece94f9d4c43630d5ba333aec
https://www.agra-net.net/agra/agrow/markets-regulatory/europe/efsa-updates-guidance-on-agchem-exposure--1.htm
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ANSES concluded. There are also no studies on the effectiveness of measures aiming 
to reduce the risks associated with pesticide use in agriculture, it added. 

Another ongoing study on PPE is being carried out by the Dutch research organisation, 
TNO. Its review of use surveys in the literature indicates that “the use of PPE and work 
wear by farmers cannot be taken for granted”. Surveys of arable crops, orchards and 
greenhouses in the EU show that there is a lot of variation in the types of PPE and work 
wear used, and use is “relatively low” for some scenarios. However, intervention studies 
aimed at training and awareness demonstrate that PPE use can be improved and 
increased.   

The conference concluded that significant progress had been made in understanding 
the key factors and mechanisms that influence occupational exposure to pesticides. 
Such work has been geared towards improving the methods and models used for 
assessing exposure within the regulatory framework for approving agrochemicals. But 
more effort is needed to better understand practices in the field, and exposure under 
actual working conditions once products are on the market.   

 

OREGON TO COMPLETE GMO RECOUNT BY DEC. 12 

The Hagstrom Report   December 1, 2014 

The state of Oregon will begin a recount Tuesday of the 1.5 million ballots cast on the 
referendum to require labels on food made with genetically modified ingredients. The 
recall is to be completed by Dec. 12, The Oregonian reported. Under the official results, 
the measure failed by 806 votes. 
 
 
 

CANADIAN BEE DEATHS LINKED TO NEONICS DOWN 70% 

Agrow   28 November 2014  

By Andy Beer  

There has been a 70% reduction in the number of incidents of bee deaths associated 
with neonicotinoid insecticides reported to the Canadian Pest Management Regulatory 

http://www.oregonlive.com/education/index.ssf/2014/11/measure_92_gmo_recount_oregon.html
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Agency (PMRA) this year. The reasons for the decline are unclear and investigations 
are continuing, according to an update on neonicotinoid insecticides and bee health 
issued by the PMRA this month. The Agency introduced measures to reduce exposure 
to dust from neonicotinoid maize and soybean seed treatments this year, but a direct 
correlation cannot be made because the cold, wet spring in south-western Ontario 
meant that maize was planted later and less intensively than in previous years, possibly 
influencing the fall in incidents, the PMRA points out. Also, the cold spring resulted in 
differences in bee foraging activity and available forage relative to the timing of maize 
planting. 

There has also been an unexplained shift in timing of reports being made to the Agency. 
In 2012, the majority of incidents reported involved acute bee mortality around the time 
of maize and soybean planting. In 2013 and 2014, the PMRA received an increase in 
incident reports of poorly performing hives later in the season. In 2013, some of the 
colonies affected later in the season had pesticide residues present in the hives 
whereas some did not, making it difficult to determine whether or not pesticides were a 
contributory factor, the PMRA notes. It is also unclear how widespread these effects 
may be as three beekeepers accounted for 72% of the reported incidents this year. 

While neonicotinoid insecticides are used extensively on many crops in Canada, the 
only situation in which high numbers of bee deaths have been directly linked to 
neonicotinoids is through exposure to dust from some types of planting equipment used 
for maize and soybeans, the PMRA points out. The majority of canola seed is treated 
with neonicotinoids but beekeepers have not reported any adverse effects in canola-
growing areas. 

The PMRA is re-evaluating the value of neonicotinoids and the potential for effects on 
pollinators from all agricultural uses of these insecticides. The review is being 
conducted in collaboration with the US EPA and the California EPA's Department of 
Pesticide Regulation. Interim reports of significant findings and any proposed actions 
will be made available as soon as conclusions are reached. There will also be an 
interim report in 2015. 

 

EPA CLARIFIES HOW SCIENCE ADVISERS MAY INTERACT WITH MEDIA 

BNA   December 01, 2014 

By Anthony Adragna 

http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/cps-spc/pubs/pest/_fact-fiche/neonicotinoid/neonicotinoid-eng.php
https://www.agra-net.net/agra/agrow/markets-regulatory/north-america/canada-speeds-up-neonicotinoid-review-161372.htm
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The Environmental Protection Agency has clarified that members of its scientific 
advisory panels may speak with the media or public about their recommendations and 
activities without prior agency clearance except during panel deliberations. 

Advisory committee members are free to respond to broader inquiries as private citizens 
and are expected to be available to respond to media inquiries except during the 
deliberative phase of panel activities when the panels are preparing their advice to the 
agency, according to a newly posted memorandum.  

During deliberations, members of the independent panels should speak with a 
designated federal official before speaking to the media or public to ensure federal 
recordkeeping and other requirements are met, according to the memorandum.  

The agency issued the clarification in response to environmental and media watchdog 
groups. In August, those groups questioned whether the agency had placed constraints 
on the ability of scientists and panel members to speak without prior authorization and 
said such a policy would undermine transparency efforts at the EPA. 

Those concerns stemmed from an April memorandum from Gwendolyn Keyes Fleming, 
chief of staff to EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, that urged panel members to 
“refrain” from directly responding to external requests and refer those requests to the 
committee's designated federal official.  

 
 
 

USDA SEES LIKELY EXPANSION OF FARM EXEMPTIONS IN CWA 'INTERPRETIVE' RULE 

InsideEPA    December 01, 2014  

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) says the administration will likely soon 
expand the list of agricultural conservation practices that are deemed exempt from 
Clean Water Act (CWA) dredge-and-fill permits in its controversial "interpretive" rule, 
potentially quelling concerns from states and industry that the existing list is too narrow. 

Asked by Inside EPA whether the administration is weighing options to revise the rule, a 
USDA spokesman wrote in a Nov. 20 email, "Yes. We expect there may be additions to 
the list of exempt practices in the future." 

http://1.usa.gov/1v5Lpie
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It is not clear when the changes would be made specifically to the interpretive rule, 
which took effect March 25 as part of EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers' broader 
joint proposed rulemaking to define the scope of the CWA. 

But a top EPA official said recently that the agencies are still in talks over other options 
for granting the exemptions given push-back on the interpretive rule. "It's clear [the 
interpretive rule] did not have the positive benefits for agriculture that the agencies 
intended," Ken Kopocis, EPA deputy assistant administrator for water, said on the 
sidelines of a Nov. 17 American Law Institute Continuing Legal Education event in 
Washington, D.C. 

The rule exempts 56 agricultural conservation activities, such as brush management 
and fencing in crops, from CWA section 404 permit requirements by specifying they are 
"normal farming" measures exempt from dredge-and-fill permits. The rule aims to 
ensure that farmers receive some regulatory benefit from employing certain 
conservation practices, particularly in light of the related proposal aiming to clarify CWA 
jurisdiction. 

But critics of both the interpretive rule and the CWA jurisdiction rule have urged the 
administration to withdraw them, outlining a host of concerns with the legality of the 
measures and other attacks. 

For example, some states, industry, and GOP lawmakers have raised concerns that the 
interpretive rule places USDA in an inappropriate enforcement role by stipulating that 
only those practices meeting USDA-set technical standards would qualify for the 
exemptions. 

These critics also charge that the list of exemptions for conservation practices is too 
narrow and would hinder farmers' ability to use conservation measures that may yield 
environmental benefits. 

While expanding the list of practices may placate some of the industry and state 
concerns, it is unlikely to resolve the criticisms of those calling to scrap the rule 
altogether. 

One livestock industry spokesman says that the interpretive rule and the proposed CWA 
jurisdiction rule are "flawed beyond any simple fix or work around" and both should be 
withdrawn. 

http://insideepa.com/node/173094
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But a second industry source says that adding new practices to the list of exemptions 
could be beneficial, "as long as they're not token gestures" and have "real effects." The 
source cautions that the administration should avoid "things that could bog down the 
rule and cause so much in-fighting or cause it to be tabled or scrapped altogether." 

In response to questions from Inside EPA, a Corps spokesman says the agencies will 
manage the list of conservation practice standards considered as "normal farming," as 
needed. "The agencies intend to meet and discuss appropriate changes to the list of 
practice standards exempt from permitting at a frequency agreed upon by the agencies, 
but at least annually," the spokesman says. 

The Corps spokesman adds that it is important to emphasize that the rule identifies 
additional activities considered exempt form 404 permitting, but "does not affect, in any 
manner, the scope of the provision itself. The practices listed in the rule are a "helpful 
and effective guide for how to design and implement conservation practices, but the 
agencies recognize that they are not the only methods and they are not the only 
activities exempt from 404 permitting." 

An EPA spokesman says, "No decisions have been made about changes to the 
interpretive rule." 

Exempt Practices 

Expanding the list of exempt practices is likely to face criticism from some states, 
including Washington and Michigan, sustainable agriculture groups, and federal wildlife 
officials. They have all charged in various comments that the list of 56 practices in the 
interpretive rule is already too broad and would exempt some operations from 404 
permits even if they may harm federally protected species and impair water quality. 

Under section 404 of the CWA, the Army Corps of Engineers issues permits for so-
called dredge-and-fill activities that occur in jurisdictional waterbodies, though EPA has 
some oversight, and the permits often become the target of CWA citizen suits. The 
interpretive rule means that section 404 dredge-and-fill permits would not be needed for 
those conservation practices, nor would farmers and producers be required to obtain a 
determination of whether the practices occur in jurisdictional waters or to seek site-
specific pre-approval from the Corps or EPA. 

The interpretive rule seeks to clarify which farming and agricultural conservation 
practices are exempt under section 404(f)(1)(A) of the CWA, which provides a statutory 
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exemption for dredge-and-fill permits for discharges that are associated with "normal" 
farming, ranching and silviculture activities. 

But the specified 56 practices "must also be implemented in conformance with Natural 
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) technical standards," the rule says -- language 
that has driven industry fears that the rule would shift USDA's NRCS into an 
enforcement role and could trigger CWA citizen suits if exempted practices do not 
comply with the standard. 

States generally agreed that the rule is flawed, but differed on whether its scope is too 
broad and whether the administration should withdraw it or offer guidance on 
implementation. 

The New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets and New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation, for example, said in July 7 comments that 
10 of the 56 practices listed in the rule, including wetland restoration, wetland 
enhancement, aquatic organism passage, land reclamation: currently mined land and 
others, are outside the scope of what the state considers "normal farming, ranching and 
silviculture." 

But South Dakota Department of Agriculture in July 7 comments on the rule said it is 
concerned that the rule is "too narrow to provide regulatory exemption for many 
agricultural producers interested in implementing voluntary conservation practices in 
their operations." The comments say that the department does not believe Congress 
intended to offer an "all-inclusive list" of activities to be exempt, and that the statutory 
language indicates Congress instead intended to list some examples, as opposed to a 
"fixed and comprehensive list." -- Bridget DiCosmo  

 
 
 


